iBorders® INSIGHT
COMPLETE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS OF THE BORDER
How can governments build a comprehensive view of their border management operations, use resources
effectively, and know precisely who and what is crossing the border at any given time?

ISSUES

SOLUTION

With limited resources
available, it’s paramount for
governments to optimize
operations at their borders.

SITA’s iBorders® Insight ensures
government agencies have complete
situational awareness of their borders from
an operational and performance
perspective. Aggregating data from
multiple agencies and external sources it
delivers real-time insight on border
operations at all entry and exit points.

They need to make timely and
well-informed decisions,
ensure systems are available
and deploy resources where
and when they are needed
most. However this can only
be achieved by having a
real-time, and predictive,
comprehensive view of all
their border's activities.

iBorders BorderOperations powers
collaborative decision-making and riskbased targeting of resources through the
visualization of travelers’ status, areas of
risk and any changes in real-time to keep
the border secure.
iBorders BorderPerformance ensures
governments have the comprehensive
data analytics that not only show current
and past border performance, but also
support better and more predictive
planning of operations based on the
historical trends.
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BENEFITS
• Enhanced ability to visualize,
predict and react to changing
threat environments.

• Multiple government agencies
are able to securely access
high-quality information, thus
driving timely analysis and
collaborative decision making.

• Advanced reporting and
analysis tools provide
statistically-based views of
current, past and predicted
future trends, in order to help
drive efficient risk-based
resource allocation and reliable
performance reporting.

• Full integration with iBorders®
broader portfolio.

One government in the
Middle East uses
iBorders Insight to
centrally manage their
air border operation,
facilitating

30+
million
border crossings each
year.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
CASE STUDY
Governments globally are using iBorders Insight to gain full visibility of their
entire border operations 24/7, from simple changes in flow of good and
people to the identification of risks and associated changes in real-time.

iBorders BorderOperations RiskTracker

iBorders BorderOperations
In the Middle East, one government uses iBorders BorderOperations to
achieve accurate, reliable and timely visibility of their day-to-day border
operations. iBorders BorderOperations is a key component of the customer’s
border command and control center, including a video wall displaying all
active flights and risks visualized on an integrated map. As a result, they are
able to immediately identify emerging threats and prioritize resources
accordingly.
iBorders BorderPerformance
Multiple governments around the world use iBorders BorderPerformance to
identify trends in expected and actual border movements and flagged risks,
detecting anomalies and adapting to specific threat profiles. A comprehensive
data exploration facility enables the analysis of a wide range of issues
including threat analysis, airline compliance and resource allocation.
Targeting performance is optimized in alignment with the resources required
to process identified threats.

iBorders BorderPerformance Dashboard
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For more information please contact us at
info@sita.aero

